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ABSTRACT
The recent technological advances in networking and the broad push and integration towards the
Ethernet/IP and TCP/IP networking protocols from HMI, PLC, network infrastructure, and 3rd party system
vendors surface the need of enforcing better design practices and procedures to mitigate the associated
risks and challenges that many Water and Wastewater treatment municipalities face.
The practices and procedures outlined in this presentation come from personal experiences in SCADA design
and programming jobs from the last couple years.
Sharing those experiences will help SCADA professionals digest the challenges and design approaches in
preparation for a network infrastructure that is ready to support the integration of new devices and enable
developers and integrators to achieve more secure networks by minimizing traffic congestion, reducing
packet collisions that could result in traffic storms, and eliminating single points of failure.
Specifically my presentation explores and outlines lessons learned and procedures used in designing a more
secure SCADA system. The presentation will touch the area of PLC redundancy and explain the benefits of
utilizing and configuring DLR redundancy. In addition, it focuses in a PLC design that segregates HMI and PLC
traffic by creating different paths and using appropriate IP addressing for the configuration of a more robust
SCADA network.
The presentation material will demonstrate how to increase the uptime of SCADA systems and in general
create a more secure SCADA infrastructure that can facilitate the integration of new devices and increase
the security of network expansion through third party channels such as 3G/4G, ISP fiber lines and other
techniques that are increasing in popularity for remote site expansion, and in general reduce the associated
risks, internal and external to SCADA systems.
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